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Abstract: Uncovering errors during unit testing only, lessens the probability of the propagation of errors to other phases in a 

large number. While this fact is applied to object oriented software, it is understood that the fundamental units with object 

oriented software are precisely the classes and hence the classes need to be thoroughly tested to accomplish unit testing. Testing 

of a class is analogous to testing the methods defined as part of the class. While it is known that the various methodologies to 

testing conventional software are path testing, transaction flow testing, data flow testing et. al, an attempt has been made in the 

current work to use the data flow testing technique partially to come up with a novel proposal so as to help the independent unit 

tester decide on the most important methods for testing within the class. The strategy would assist the tester in deciding on the 

priority of methods to be tested and thereby save on the testing effort. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the industry it is not an uncommon sight that 

testing has to be done frequently on every new release of 

the software. While we conduct regression tests in order to 

ensure that the existing functionality does not get affected 

there is a continuous pursuit to optimize the testing effort 

and time.  One way to optimize the testing time is to 

execute lesser number of test cases while simultaneously 

achieving the same correctness of software as with running 

all the test cases. For unit testing Object Oriented Software 

an attempt has been made to come up with a strategy to test 

the individual classes. Performing Unit testing on classes is 

analogous to performing the individual methods testing 

which have been defined in the class.  

 Running every test case for all the methods 

would be quite time consuming when there is an urgency to 

determine the health of the class. In such contexts if the 

most important methods out of all the methods could be 

prioritized then those high priority methods could be 

subjected to full logic coverage testing while the rest of 

them could be subjected to some black box testing 

techniques like Equivalence Partitioning, Boundary Value 

Analysis etc.  

2. PROPOSED STRATEGY 
The proposal is that all possible du-chaining of the 

data members defined in the class is done. Then a method 

which is the most repeated in the majority of the du chains 

is assigned a high priority factor and is subjected to logic 

coverage testing. The remaining sequences of methods are 

tested under normal conditions using state based testing 

techniques applying on the constraints of the object’s state. 

For arriving at assigning priority of the methods, i.e to 

understand the most important methods of all, an algorithm 

has been proposed. The algorithm comprises of the 

following steps: 

Step 1: def-use pairs of all the data members defined 

in the class are made.   

Note: A def-use pair corresponds to the listing of a 

pair of line numbers where the first number indicates the 

line of occurrence of the definition of the variable and the 

second number indicates the line number where usage of 

the variable is seen without the variable getting killed in 

between.  

Step 2: The pairs of line numbers are mapped to 

method names in which the line numbers are occurring thus 

arriving with the set of method names in which the 

definition of a data member is occurring and the method 

name in which it is being used subsequently. 

Step 3: Now an individual counter is maintained 

against each method and du pairs of methods is observed. 

Step 4: With the occurrence of each method in the 

listing, the counter against that corresponding method is 

incremented.  

Step 5: Step 4 is repeated until all the methods listed 

in the du pairs are exhausted. 
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Step 6: Now for each of the methods a table is 

prepared with the final counter value against it. 

Step 7: The table is sorted based on the counter value 

for each method. 

Step 8: Starting with the maximum counter value 

priority is assigned in the increasing order. I.e method with 

the maximum counter value is assigned a priority of 1 and 

so on.  

Step 9: If more than one method arrive at the same 

counter value same priority is assigned to both the methods. 

Step 10: After assigning the priority the method with 

the highest priority is subjected to full logic coverage 

testing while the other methods are subjected to 

equivalence partitioning and boundary value analysis 

testing. 

3. CASE STUDY 
The above algorithm has been manually traced on a 

sample case study i.e a stack array class under 

consideration. Code for the Stack Array Class which has 

methods like push, pop, top, peek, isEmpty, isFull, getSize. 

The sample code for the class written is as follows: 

1.public class StackArray { 

2. 

3. private int[] stackElements; 

4. private int topOfStack; 

5. private int capacity; 

6. private int size; 

7.  

8.  

9. public StackArray(){ 

10.  this(30); 

11. } 

12.  

13. @SuppressWarnings("unchecked") 

14. public StackArray (int capacity) { 

15.  this.capacity = capacity; 

16.  size    = 0; 

17.  topOfStack   = -1; 

18.  stackElements = (int[]) new 

Object[capacity]; 

19. } 

20.  

21. @Override 

22. public boolean isEmpty() { 

23.   

24.  return size == 0; 

25. } 

26. 

27. @Override 

28. public boolean isFull() { 

29.   

30.  return size == capacity; 

31. } 

32. 

33. @Override 

34. public void push(int dataIn) throws 

35.StackOverflowException { 

36.   

37.  if(isFull()) 

38. throw new StackOverflowException(); 

40. topOfStack = topOfStack +1; 

41. stackElements[topOfStack] = dataIn; 

42.  ++size; 

43.   

44. } 

45. 

46. @Override 

47. public int pop() throws 

StackUnderflowException { 

48. 

49.  if(isEmpty()) 

50.throw new StackUnderflowException(); 

51.   

52.int dataOut =stackElements[topOfStack]; 

53. topOfStack = topOfStack -1; 

54. --size; 

55. return dataOut; 

56. } 

57. @Override 

58.public int peek() throws 

StackUnderflowException{ 

59.  

60.if(isEmpty()) 

61.throw new StackUnderflowException(); 

62.   

63. return stackElements[topOfStack]; 

64. } 

65. 

66. @Override 

67. public int getSize() { 

68.   

69.  return size; 

70.  } 

71. } 

Computation of the DU Pairs for each data member defined 

in the class: 

The first number specifies the line of occurrence of the 

definition of the data member and the second line signifies 

the usage of the data member. On the right hand side is the 

listing of the method in which the definition has first 

appeared followed by the method name in which the 

subsequent usage has occurred. 
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For data member StackElements : 

 

(41,52) – (push(),pop()) 

(41,63) – (push(), peek()) 

 

For data member topOfStack : 

(17,40) – (StackArray(), push()) 

(40,41) -  (push(), push()) 

(40,52) – (push(), pop()) 

(40,53) – (push(), pop()) 

(53,63 )- (pop(), peek()) 

 

For data member size : 

(16,24) – (StackArray(),isEmpty()) 

(16,30) – (StackArray(),isFull()) 

(16,42) – (StackArray(),push()) 

(42,54) – (push(), pop()) 

(54,69) – (pop(), getSize()) 

 

For data member capacity : 

(15,18) – (StackArray(),StackArray()) 

(15,30) – (StackArray(),isFull()) 

 

4. RESULT ANALYSIS 
Table 1: Priority Computation Table: 

S.No Method Name Count Priority 

1 StackArray 7 2 

2 push 9 1 

3 pop 6 3 

4 isFull 2 4 

5 isEmpty 1 5 

6 getSize 1 5 

7 peek 2 4 

 

After the priority computation for each of the methods, as 

per the strategy the method push () has to undergo full logic 

coverage testing. And the remaining methods would be 

subjected to Equivalence Partitioning or Boundary value 

Analysis testing techniques. 

5. RELATED WORK 
Testing Object Oriented Software is an area where 

currently lot of research is going on. However it is a 

common observation that many of the techniques resort to 

high complexity algorithms [3, 4, 6, 7 and 9]. They are 

often difficult to implement and execute when in times of 

emergency to check the health of the class. Our technique 

is based out on employing a simpler algorithmic approach 

to find out the most important focus area in the class and 

thus help the tester with subtle inputs to quickly assess the 

health of the class. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
By following this strategy, the following drawbacks are 

overcome which are present with the existing strategies: 

 

 Computational complexity of techniques like symbolic 

execution and automated deduction. 

 Laborious time involved with robust testing 

techniques. 

 The drawback of model-driven testing is that the test 

is only as good as the model and we know from 

practical experience that models are seldom complete 

and most often inconsistent. This again is an approach 

which is theoretically appealing but does not hold up 

in practice. 

 This strategy helps in saving testing time while 

delivering quality software. 
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